
Wolsung SSG Ambassador 2017
The Wolsung SSG Ambassador / Embassy  is a 
program designed by Micro Art Studio to promote 
playing Wolsung SSG publicly, introduce more gamers 
to Wolsung SSG and to support organised events, 
tournaments and campaigns. An Ambassador needs an 
Embassy, and the Embassy needs an Ambassador, the 
two simply cannot exist without one another.
•	 An Ambassador is a person who will 

enthusiastically and reliably organise Wolsung 
SSG events and campaigns designed by themselves 
and/or by Micro Art Studio.

•	 An Embassy is an open place (i.e. a club, an event 
or a shop) available to  any and all players that 
would be interested in  playing Wolsung SSG and 
participate in events (demonstrations, campaigns 
and tournaments).

•	 An Ambassador needs to be assigned to an 
Embassy, and an Embassy needs an Ambassador 
assigned to be accepted. Generally the limit is one 
Ambassador for an Embassy, but in special cases  
(For example, a big enough gaming society or a 
large event), Micro Art Studio is willing to extend 
this limit, subject to approval.

Ambassadorial Treats:
•	 Ambassadors have access to an exclusive 

Ambassador’s shop, where they are able to spend 
the points they gathered to buy Micro Art Studio’s 
products, including: Pre-release Miniatures, 
special support bundles for players participating 
in events organised by an Ambassador, Wolsung 
gadgets, and more. 

•	 Ambassadors will also be able to access work in 
progress pre-release rules, and give Micro Art 
Studio’s designers precious feedback. In other 
words: As an Ambassador You will influence the 
future of Wolsung SSG.

Embassy Deals:
An Embassy will be able to order the Embassy Deal via 
their Ambassador, consisting of everything needed to 
play Wolsung SSG in a store/club. A set of terrain, a 
gaming mat, promotional articles, etc.

Ambassador’s work:
1. The Ambassador is required to have an ID and an 

account on Micro Art Studio’s Wolsung SSG forum:  
http://wolsung-ssg.com/forum

2. The Ambassador is required to have at least two 
different and painted starter set-sized Wolsung 
Clubs for use in demo games.

3. The Ambassador is awarded points for his or her 
activity according to the following rules, by filling 
in the details and providing links to published 
material to ambassador@microartstudio.com :

•	 For each player assigned an ID in his/her Embassy 
who is active this quarter: 1 point

•	 For each game (part of an organised play event) 
played in his Embassy: 2 points

•	 For documentation of a mentioned game, on a 
blog/Facebook/Forum. In English: 15 points; in 
another language: 10 points.

•	 For a battle report text and pictures or a film (In 
English + optionally in another language): 20 points.

•	 For organising an open Wolsung Tutorial in which 
at least two other players participate: 20 points.

•	 For organising a Tournament or Event (20 points 
+ 1 for each player participating) times 2 if an 
event is longer than one day.

Example:
An Ambassador has 6 players apart from himself in his 
Embassy active this quarter (6 points), who played 15 
games between themselves as part of the organised play 
this month (30 points). 
Two of these games had pictures taken and posted, one 
to their embassy’s facebook page, another on one of the 
players’ blog (2x15 points). The ambassador (or this 
player) also written a report on this game in English 
and German (as this was his native language) (2x20 
points). The ambassador also managed to run 2 demo 
games for 2 people each and one for 3 people (3x20 
points), and organised a one game event on which 4 of 
the players played some of the already mentioned games 
for the organised play (20+4 points).
The ambassador sends an e-mail reporting his activity 
for this month, including players scores and links to 
reports, and photos from the demo games and from the 
event as proof. 
He is awarded 6+30+30+40+60+24=190 points.
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Wolsung Organised Play:

Wolsung SSG organised Play is a yearly campaign consisting of 4 sets of missions, released each quarter. 
Each quarter set consists of 3 missions. Players will be gathering points in a local ranking when playing 
mentioned missions, overseen by a local Ambassador. It is impossible to gather points without an 
Ambassador.

Awards:
•	 Each quarter the best player in each Embassy 

(the one who is ranked the highest in this 
Embassy) will be awarded a special pre-
release miniature sent with the Ambassador's 
next order. In case of a tie, play a 3 Hero 
Assasination scenario.

•	 In the end of a yearly campaign, which is after 
4 quarters, the player who gathered the most 
points in the world during the whole year will 
be awarded a special terrain bundle.

•	 Once a country has 50 or more active players 
this year*, the player who gathered the most 
points in this country during the whole year 
will be awarded a special terrain bundle at the 
end of the yearly campaign.

* a player is active if he or she played at least one 
game this year.

Rating:
1. Players are assigned unique Player IDs by their 

Ambassador.
2. Points are being granted by the local 

Ambassador according to the following rules:
•	 For playing a scenario included in this quarter’s 

bundle: 1 point
•	 For having played all 3 scenarios included in 

this quarter’s bundle: 2 points
•	 For playing a scenario against a club one has 

not played against yet in this quarter:1 point
•	 For playing a scenario against an opponent 

one has not played against yet in this quarter: 
1 point

•	 For painting a hero and 2 henchmen in this 
quarter: 1 point.

•	 For playing in a tournament: as per tournament 
ranking.

3. Ambassador may refuse to grant points if 
he/she states a violation of the rules or a 
behaviour generally considered as offensive to 
other players.

4. Micro Art Studio reserves the right to appoint 
and recall Ambassadors. If the Ambassador 
is considered not worthy of the office, the 
players from his Embassy should contact 
ambassador@microarstudio.com with 
detailed record of misconduct. 

5. The Organised Play points are being sent 
monthly, no later than on the last day of the 
month, as a specially prepared Organised Play 
spreadsheet by an Ambassador to an email 
ambassador@microartstudio.com. 

6. The tournament results are being sent in 
the week following the tournament as a 
specially prepared Tournament spreadsheet 
by an Ambassador to an email ambassador@
microartstudio.com. 

7. The ranking is updated no less often than once 
a month, in the first week of each month.
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